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A b s t r ac t
Aim and objective: The aim and objective of this study was to review the literature to analyze the prevalence of developmental dental anomalies
regarding shape in India.
Background: Although there have been several studies investigating the prevalence of individual dental anomalies related to shape, only a
few studies considered all subtypes and their distribution among genders, especially in India.
Results: An electronic search was made in the PUBMED database to review prevalence-based data on developmental dental anomalies related to
shape in India up to December 2018. A diverse range of results regarding prevalence of developmental dental anomalies related to shape were
seen in these studies due to vast regional, cultural, and ethnic diversities and various environmental factors affecting the tooth development.
Conclusion: There is a necessity to conduct more study on shape-related dental anomalies because there are very limited studies regarding
prevalence of concrescence, dilacerations, and accessory root and various associated factors.
Clinical significance: Early diagnosis and timely management of these anomalies can prevent complications. The knowledge on identification and
prevalence of dental anomalies helps the dental practitioners improve the treatment plan. The prevalence studies can be of utmost importance
in the formulation of oral healthcare programs by using their data to analyze the intensity of dental anomalies.
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Introduction

1,2

Developmental dental anomalies related to shape are an integral
part of dental morphological variations. They are caused due to
disturbances occurring during the morpho-differentiation stage
of tooth development.1 The prevalence of dental anomalies
can help in getting information regarding the genetic and
phylogenetic aspects, as more than 300 genes take part in the
intricate process of tooth formation. Sometimes, these can be the
result of chromosomal abnormalities that may be X-linked also,
and therefore their prevalence can be higher in one gender when
compared to the other. The morphology of tooth relies on various
gene expression in ectomesenchyme. It is dependent on fibroblast
growth factor-8 (FGF-8) in the early molar domains and bone
morphogenetic protein-4 in the anterior regions. The signaling
factors such as bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), fibroblast
growth factor (FGF), tumor necrosis factor(TNF), WNT signaling
pathway, and Sonic hedgehog (SHH) plays an essential role in the
complicated bending in the enamel organ during morphogenesis.2
The genes involved in root anomalies are SHH), WNT signaling
pathway, BMP, Transforming growth factor beta(TGF-B), and Nuclear
Factor I-C(NFIC) because they are involved in signaling pathway
between hertwigs epithelial root sheath and mesenchyme. 3
These variations can be of two types, primary or secondary. The
primary variations are inherited which are caused due to genes or
chromosomal aberrations. The secondary variations may be due
to environmental factors, such as changes in genetic composition,
prenatal and postnatal events like any change occurring during the
mineralization, or maturation process of the tooth that will affect
the mineralized component like enamel, dentin, or the cementum.4
The anomalies affecting the morphology of teeth comprise of talon
cusp, dens invaginatus, dens evaginatus, gemination, fusion, root

dilacerations, taurodontism, concrescence, and supernumerary
roots. The most commonly seen anomaly related to shape is fused
teeth.5
Developmental dental anomalies of permanent dentitition, in
comparison to their primary counterpart, can lead to both shortand long-term complications subsequently causing irreversible
damages. The anomaly may involve only a single tooth or may be
a component of a syndrome. These anomalies generally remain
unnoticed in clinical practice, as they are rarely the chief complaint
of the patient and is overcome by other common oral diseases such
as dental caries or periodontal diseases.6 The anomalous teeth
are often asymptomatic and may be discovered during clinical
and radiographic examination of the oral cavity. Complications
associated with anomalous primary teeth result in an unsightly
appearance of the affected teeth, malocclusion, increased
susceptibility to caries, troublesome eruption of succedaneous
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Prevalence of Shape-related Developmental Dental Anomalies
Table 1: Review of studies of shape anomalies—fusion and gemination
Study
Guttal et al.9
Kathariya et al.5
Shashirekha, Jena6
Mukhopadhyay,
Mitra15
Lochib et al.16
Shilpa et al.7

Year
2010
2013
2013
2014
2015
2017

Subjects (n)
20,182
600
1,062
2,757
1,000
4,180

Age of the
subjects
>14 years
Not mentioned
15–30 years
4–6 years

Gender
proportion (M:F)
–
1.06:1
2.14
1.14

Results-prevalence
Gemination + Fusion: 0.084%
Gemination + Fusion: 3%
Gemination + Fusion: 0.46%
Gemination + Fusion: 0.39%

Results-gender
proportion (M:F)
–
1.57:1
–
–

3–5 years
2–6 years

1.14:1
1.6:1

Gemination + Fusion: 0.5%
Gemination + Fusion: 0.95%

–
1.66:1

– Not specified

teeth, and difficulties during endodontic or surgical procedure of
the affected tooth. The well-timed intervention would minimize
complications in the permanent dentition.6 Their identification in
the initial stage is important because they are helpful in precise and
timely diagnosis of complex genetic abnormalities which include
the craniofacial region and in the treatment for better smiles in
the future.
In developing countries such as India, the number of patients
attending the dental outpatient department can be misleading
in the calculation of prevalence. The prevalence would bring
the attention of various dental faculties to the prevailing dental
anomalies which would help in early identification as well as in
comprehensive treatment of such conditions.7 The aim of this
study was to review the literature to analyze the prevalence of
developmental dental anomalies regarding shape in India.

M at e r ia l s

and

Methods

An electronic search was made in the PUBMED database to review
prevalence-based data in India up to December 2018 using the key
search terms “developmental dental anomalies”, “shape anomalies,”
“gemination,” “fusion,” “concrescence,” “dilaceration,” “talons
cusp,” “dens invaginatus,” “dens evaginatus,” “taurodontism,”
“supernumerary roots”. The articles were selected after reviewing
the titles and abstracts to ascertain eligibility. Articles were selected
initially for review, and others were added proceeding from a
manual search and from any references in the review articles that
were thought to be relevant. All original studies published on
PUBMED involving prevalence-based data of developmental dental
anomalies of shape in India up to December 2018 were considered
eligible for the present study.

Discussion
Although there have been several studies investigating the
prevalence of individual dental anomalies related to shape, only a
few studies considered all subtypes and their distribution among
genders, especially in India. Anomalies of shape include fusion and
gemination, talons cusp, dens invaginatus, dens evaginatus, root
dilacerations, taurodontism, and concrescence.

Fusion and Gemination
Fusion and gemination is defined as double teeth that seems to be
greater than standard size of tooth. Gemination can be referred as
an enlarged tooth or united tooth with the tooth count considered
normal when the anomalous tooth is counted as one. Fusion is an
augmented tooth with the teeth count lesser than normal when
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the anomalous tooth is counted as one.8 The complications caused
by double teeth are compromised esthetics, crowding of teeth, and
reduced space for eruption of adjoining teeth.9,10
The prevalence of fusion and gemination combined was found
to be 0.084 to 3% in our study, with highest prevalence reported
in Maharashtra and lowest in West Bengal. The reason for such
varying range was mainly attributed to study design, inclusion and
exclusion criteria, and the sampling technique used. The frequency
was higher in males when compared to females.
The prevalence of fusion and gemination reported in our study
was comparable to other international studies. The prevalence
of fusion and gemination was found to be 0.8% in Saudi Arabian
population,11 2.5% in Solvenia,12 0.09% in southeast Iranian
population,13 and 1.6% in Mexico.14 The frequency was higher in
male than in female which is similar to our study (Table 1).

Concrescence
The fusion of two adjoining teeth by their cementum is known as
concrescence. It poses a problem in treating the tooth surgically or
endodontically due to anomalous structure and makes it difficult to
carry out various orthodontic and periodontal procedures.
There were only two studies calculating the prevalence of
concrescence in India in PUBMED. The prevalence was found to
be 0.019% in one study with female predilection. The prevalence
was found to be 0.09% in other study with male predilection.
The difference in results can be attributed to different gender
proportion in the population of different region, and the data
pertaining to the prevalence of concrescence is very limited in India
and worldwide. The prevalence is higher in international studies
where the prevalence was 0.36% in French population.17

Dilaceration
The presence of an atypical bend in the root or crown of a tooth is
known as dilaceration. It is commonly present in the root; however,
presentation on any part of the tooth is possible. The complications
caused make it difficult to carry out surgical and endodontic
procedures.
There were only two studies determining the prevalence of
dilaceration in India. The prevalence of dilaceration was found to
be 0.39 in one study with male predilection.9 The prevalence was
found to be 16.48% in the other study with female prediliction.4
The variations in result is mainly due to sampling technique,
ethnic diversity, and different inclusion criteria. The prevalence
in international studies was found to be 5.29% in southeastern
Iranian population11 and 0.18% in French population.17 There
have been very limited studies conducted on the prevalence of
dilacerations.
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Table 2: Review of studies of shape anomalies—root anomalies
Study
Concrescence
 Guttal et al.9
 Goutham et al.4
Dilaceration
 Guttal et al.9
 Goutham et al.4
Supernumerary roots
 Garg et al.19
 Guttal et al.9

Year

Subjects (n)

Age of the
subjects

Gender proportion
(M:F)

Results-prevalence
(%)

Results-gender
proportion (M:F)

2010
2017

20,182
1,080

>14 years
18–62 years

–
1:1

0.019
0.09

1:3
1:0

2010
2017

20,182
1,080

>14 years
18–62 years

–
1:1

0.39
16.48

1.28:1
0.91:1

2010
2010

586
20,182

15–75
>14 years

0.83:1
–

5.9
0.034

0.59:1
1.33:1

Age of the
subjects
>14 years
4–60 years
>14 years
4–6 years
2–6 years

Gender proportion
(M:F)
–
1.25:1
1.04:1
1.14:1
1.6:1

Results- prevalence
(%)
0.07
0.58
0.97
0.07
0.47

Results-gender
propotion (M:F)
1:2
3:1
1.75:1
1:1
–

– Not specified

Table 3: Review of studies of shape anomalies—talons cusp
Study
Guttal et al.9
Prabhu et al.21
Gupta et al.1
Mukhopadhyay, Mitra15
Shilpa et al.7

Year
2010
2012
2014
2014
2017

Subjects (n)
20,182
2,740
1,123
2,757
4,180

– Not specified

Supernumerary Roots
The presence of extra roots in the tooth is known as supernumerary
roots. It is commonly present in mandibular region with teeth
mostly affected being canines, premolars, and molars, chiefly
third molars.
There have been limited studies on the prevalence of
supernumerary roots; therefore, there are not much data available
regarding gender predilection. The prevalence in one study was
0.034% with higher frequency in males.9 The prevalence was found
to be 5.9% in the other study with higher frequency in females.12
The variations were due to different regions and ethnic groups.
The prevalence in international studies was found to be 2% in the
Iranian population13 and 1.35% in German population (Table 2).18

Talons Cusp
The presence of irregular expansion of pulp within normal enamel
and dentin is known as Talons cusp. The appearance of the crown
contour may be of T-type if it extends to the incisal edge or Y-type
if it extends more cervically.20 It is also called as interstitial cusp,
tuberculated premolar, evaginated odontoma, occlusal enamel
pearl, occlusal anomalous tubercle, or supernumerary cusp. It
is most commonly seen in maxillary arch with the tooth most
commonly involved being lateral incisor. The problems posed due to
the presence of talons cusp affect esthetics adversely, interference
during occlusion, and complications during endondontic, surgical,
and periodontal treatment.9
Its prevalence ranged between 0.07 and 0.97% in the present
study with no gender predilection, as it was having higher, lower,
or similar frequency in males when compared to females in
different study. The difference is due to difference in composition
of the population under study depending on gender and region.

The prevalence of talons cusp was found to be lower than other
international studies. The prevalence of talons cusp was 1.4%
in Saudi Arabian population11 and 3.4% in Solvenia;12 also, the
anomaly was female predominant which is partially similar to our
study (Table 3).

Dens Invaginatus
The presence of introversion mainly on the crown and occasionally
on the root of the tooth bounded by enamel and dentin results in
an anomaly known as Dens invaginatus. It is most commonly seen
on the anterior tooth as a pit or fissure on the lingual surfaces.
It radiographically has a peculiar presentation of a pear-shaped
invagination narrowing on the surface of the teeth. Tooth with
dens invaginatus are highly susceptible to pulpal exposure without
much clinical involvement due to tortuous lingual anatomy as there
is thin enamel present.9
The prevalence in the present study was found to be 0.019 to
0.40%, with higher frequency in males compared to females. The
difference in prevalence was mainly due to difference in sampling
technique. The prevalence in other international studies was similar
to the French population with around 0.18%17 or it was higher as
in southeast Iranian population with 1.37%.11 Also in these studies,
the prevalence in male was higher compared to female which is
similar to our study.22

Dens Evaginatus
The appearance of an extra cusp on the surface of the tooth caused
due to protuberance (horn-like) extruding outward on localized
region on the crown is known as Dens evaginatus. The most
common site of occurrence is occlusal surface in premolars and
molars and cingulum area in canines and incisors. It may lead to
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Table 4: Review of studies of shape anomalies—dens invaginatus and dens evaginatus
Study
Dens invaginatus
Guttal et al.9
Patil et al.25
Shashirekha, Jena6
Dens evaginatus
Guttalet al.9
Gupta et al.1

Year

Subjects (n)

Age of the
subjects

Gender proportion
(M:F)

Results-prevalence
(%)

Results-gender
proportion (M:F)

2010
2013
2013

20,182
4,133
1,062

>14 years
13–38 years
15–30 years

–
0.96:1
2.14

0.019
0.4
0.18

9:1
1.37:1

2010
2014

20,182
1,123

>14 years
>14 years

–
1.04

0.04
2.40

9:1
0.66:1

Age of the
subjects
>14 years
>14 years
13–38 years
20–70 years

Gender proportion
(M:F)
–
1.04
1.07:1
1:1

Results-prevalence
(%)
0.3
2.49
0.4
2.8

Results-gender
proportion (M:F)
1.17:1
0.72:1
1.12:1
1.54:1

– Not specified

Table 5: Review of studies of shape anomalies—taurodontism
Study
Guttal et al.9
Gupta et al.1
Patil et al.25
Bharti et al.27

Year
2010
2011
2013
2015

Subjects (n)
20,182
1,123
4,133
1,000

– Not specified

interference during occlusion followed by deviation in the position
of the tooth.9
In the present study, the prevalence of dens evaginatus was
found to be 0.04–2.40%. There was no gender predilection, as in
one study, it was female predominant and in the other it was male
predominant which was due to difference in sampling technique
and regional changes. The prevalence in international study was
in the range of our study with 1.01% in the Thai population.23 The
prevalence was higher in females and was found to be 3% in Hong
Kong Chinese patients24 and the prevalence was more in female
when compared to males but there was no prevalence in French
population which shows higher predilection of this anomaly in the
Asian population (Table 4).

Taurodontism
The presence of enlarged crown with diminished roots and
furcation near apex of the tooth is known as taurodontism. The
anomaly is clinically seen in molar teeth. The common presentation
is huge pulp chambers with displacement of the furcation area
apically with subsequent increase in apico-occlusal height and
reduced convergence at CEJ. The tooth with taurodontism poses
a hindrance in the endodontic treatment.9
The prevalence in the present study was 0.3–2.8% which was
generally seen in males when compared to females.26 It was seen
higher in international studies like in French population with a
prevalence of around 15%17 and in Southeast Iranian population
with frequency of 5.58% with higher prevalence in females
compared to males13 (Table 5).

C o n c lu s i o n
There are is very limited PUBMED-based data available on
dental anomalies related to shape in India. There are only a
few studies conducted in the past which find the association of
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dental anomalies with the other factors. Also, a diverse range of
results were seen in these studies due to a vast regional, cultural,
ethnic diversity, and various environmental factors affecting
the tooth development. The limited data on dental anomalies
such as concrescence, dilacerations, and accessory roots should
encourage the professionals to understand the importance
of identifying and reporting them so that the data pertaining
to these anomalies can be more useful not only in India but
worldwide.
Early diagnosis and timely management of these anomalies
can prevent complications, and knowledge on identification and
prevalence of dental anomalies helps the dental practitioners
improve the treatment plan. The prevalence studies can be of
utmost importance in the formulation of oral healthcare programs
by using their data to analyze the intensity of dental anomalies.
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